Plastic rubbish chutes
Two sizes,
one quality.
The best.

Vlutters plastic rubbish chutes
Indestructible and
maintenance-free
Everywhere where building rubble,
roofing materials and bulk goods
need safe, clean removal, you will
find Vlutters rubbish chutes.The chute
sections are made from a specially
developed plastic which will not split.
The fittings and accessories are made
from quality steel and aluminium.
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This careful choice of materials
ensures that Vlutters rubbish chutes
are virtually indestructible and ready
for long, maintenance-free use.

1.

Telescopic holder for working from
scaffolding.

2.

Top hopper.

3.

Top hopper made of solid,
impact-resistant plastic.

4.

The top chute is fitted to the holder
with a hinged bracket.

5.

Quick-fit connector ensures safe
and efficient chute connections. Allows a
chain of chute sections to be accurately
positioned to within 3 cm.
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6,7. The chutes are lifted using a winch
block.

Technical Data:
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Type
Element height
Working height
Internal Ø top
Internal Ø bottom
Chute
Chute with side access
Support ring
Triangle

S 60
150 cm
130 cm
60 cm
52 cm

N 120
120 cm
110 cm
55 cm
37,5 cm

13 kg
29 kg
4 kg
-

8 kg
21 kg
2 kg

Accessories for both models
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Roof beam
Window support
Scaffolding support
Top hopper
Winch block no. 20
with 20 metre lifting cable
Winch block no. 40
with 40 metre lifting cable
Counterweight holder
Counterweight, per unit

11 kg
17 kg
12 kg
7 kg
12 kg
17 kg
9 kg
25 kg

Vlutters chutes:
easy to use
Thanks to the light weight of the
chute and accessories, assembling a
series of chute elements is a question
of minutes rather than hours.
The Vlutters chute system consists
of straight chutes and special side
access chutes. By combining them,
it is possible to dump from a number
of different floors at the same time
via one chute.The side access
opening can be precisely located
using chains.The chute elements
are joined together with 3 galvanized
steel chains (Type S 60) or with 2
galvanized steel chains (Type N 120).
Quick-fit connectors speed up and
simplify connecting the elements
together.
The maximum length of a series of
rubbish chutes is about 40 metres.
For greater operating heights a
combination of several lengths can
be fitted using intermediate supports.
For further information about this
and about special accessories, it is
advisable to contact Vlutters.
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8.

The roof beam is assembled as
horizontally as possible and fitted
with counterweight and mounting,
in accordance with the instructions.

9.

The dust strips in the side access
prevent dust and excess noise.

10. The side access can be accurately
positioned against the scaffolding
using the chains.
11. Side access for dumping from several
floor levels.
12. The telescopic balcony or window
holder can be fitted to a ballustrade
or window frame with 4 spindles.
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Vlutters plastic rubbish chutes
Vlutters rubbish chutes:
environmentally-friendly
Dumping rubble via Vlutters rubbish
chutes prevents undesirable dust
creation.The plastic construction ensures
reduced noise. Whether you are removing
roof tiles, building rubble, slates, roofing
materials, earth, sand, cement, household
waste, grain, artificial fertilizer, parcel
post or other goods; Vlutters chutes let
you do it in the most environmentallyfriendly way.

right

Two sizes: you choose
Vlutters rubbish chutes are available in
two models, so that you can make the
right choice for every purpose.
In addition all accessories can be
used with both types.
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13,15. A line fitted at the top runs
down the middle of the chute
and can be adjusted to the
required position on the ground.
The correct curve for problemfree dumping is simply arranged.
14,16. The security pin with interlock
ensures reliable fixing.
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